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To all chon it may concern: is tightly applied the rod is firmly held 
Be it known that I, JoSEPHUS O. CHAM- against turning, even without the supple 

BERs, of Newport, Campbell county, Ken- mental notches c. 
tucky, have invented a new and useful Im. In practice I place the points G. G' at least 
provement in Lightning-Rods and Insulators, six feet apart, and not less than six feet above 
of which the following is a specification : the building. When both points are upon a 

Mly invention relates to a form of glass or single insulator, one of them may be multiple 
other suitable insulator for lightning-rods and in form, as at G', Fig. 1. 
similar conductors. I claim as new and of my invention 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is 1. The spiral rod constructed with a hori 
a partially-sectional elevation of a rod and Zontal attaching portion and one o' more up 
insulator embodying my improvements. Fig. turned receiving-points, in combination with 
2 is a perspective view, showing a series of the insulator constructed with a summit groove 
the insulators supported by standards from to receive the rod and a circumferential groove 
the comb of a roof, and one for the attach- for the tying-wire to secure said rod in posi 
ment of the ground portion of the rod. Fig. tion, substantially as described. 
3 is a detailed view on a larger scale. 2. The combination of the main groove C', 
The insulator A is of glass, and may have for the reception of the rod, and the supple 

the usual interior screw a for attachment to mentary oblique groovese, to receive the spiral 
a suitably screw-threaded stem or post, B. flanges of the rod, and prevent it from turn 
The said insulator expands at bottom into a ing. 
shield, C, the flaring form of which adapts it 3. A lightning-rod insulator constructed 
to serve as a hood, preventing the electric as herein shown, with a screw-socket for ap 
current reaching the post B in a nearly ver. plication to the post, an enlargement below : 
tical line, and has in its crown a notch, C, the said screw-socket to prevent contact be 
to receive and hold the rod D. Said insulator tween the post and the neck of the insulator, 
has also a circumferential groove, E, for the and an umbrella-shaped flange expanding 
reception and retention of the wire F, where. downward from the neck, serving to shed the 
With the rod is bound fast to the insulator. rain and as a shield. 
For a spiral rod, such as D', Fig. 3, the bot. In testimony of which invention Ihereunto 

tom of the notch C may have oblique inden- set my hand. 
tations, as at c, to prevent the overturn or w displacement of the rod by high winds or JOSEPEIUS C. CEAMBERS. 
other causes; but I find in practice that the Attest: 
flanges of the spiral rod afford so secure a GEO. H. KNIGHT, 
hold for the tying-wire that when said wire WALTER, KNIGHT. 


